Any Questions?
Just call 1300 836 522

Paper Cup Ghost
www.cleverpatch.com.au/ideas/byoccasion/halloween/papercupghost

BOO! Would you like to create your own friendly Paper Cup Ghost for
Halloween? These 5 easy steps below will show you how!
SEARCH TERMS: Halloween, ghost, paper cup

Materials:
11085  Paper Cups  Pack of 20
14216  Micador Stay Anywhere Permanent Pens  Pack of 12
16885  CleverPatch Acrylic Paint Tube  Black  75ml
16886  CleverPatch Acrylic Paint Tube  White  75ml
16912  CleverPatch Acrylic Paint Tube  Dark Blue  75ml
18766  Hobby Knife  Each
15518  Student Scissors  Each

How to:
STEP 1
Print the template provided and cut out using scissors. Adult supervision is recommended when using scissors. Use a pencil and
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How to:
STEP 1
Print the template provided and cut out using scissors. Adult supervision is recommended when using scissors. Use a pencil and
lightly trace around the ghost template onto an upturned paper cup.

STEP 2
Use a hobby knife and carefully cut out the outline of the ghost. Adult supervision is recommended when using a hobby knife.

STEP 3
Place down a splash mat or scrap paper. Mix together a small amount of blue and black paint. Then mix a small amount of blue
and white paint. Paint the dark blue paint onto the top of the cup. Then in the middle use blue paint and blend it with the dark blue
above. Finally, paint the bottom of the cup using the light blue and blend with the middle colour. Allow to dry.

STEP 4
Mix a tiny amount of water with a small amount of white acrylic paint. Then fill the bristle of the brush with the watered down white
paint. Gently tap the brush with your opposite hand to make the paint splatter onto the cup so it looks like stars in the night sky.
Allow to dry.

STEP 5
Place a second plain paper cup inside the cup you have painted. Use a pen to draw a face onto the undecorated cup, via the
ghost cutout. To give your ghost multiple expressions, turn the plain paper cup around and draw different faces around the cup.
Your friendly Paper Cup Ghost is now ready to use!
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